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In 1898, Qing dynasty emperor Guangxu ordered a series of
reforms to correct the political, economic, cultural, and educational
weaknesses exposed by China's defeat by Japan in the First SinoJapanese War. The "Hundred Day's Reform" has received a great
deal of attention from historians who have focused on the wellknown male historical actors, but until now the Qing women
reformers have received almost no consideration. In this book,
historian Nanxiu Qian reveals the contributions of the active,
optimistic, and self-sufficient women reformers of the late Qing
Dynasty. Qian examines the late Qing reforms from the perspective
of Xue Shaohui, a leading woman writer who openly argued against
male reformers' approach that subordinated women's issues to larger
national concerns, instead prioritizing women's self-improvement
over national empowerment. Drawing upon intellectual and spiritual
resources from the freewheeling, xianyuan (worthy ladies) model of
the Wei-Jin period of Chinese history (220–420) and the culture of
women writers of late imperial China, and open to Western ideas
and knowledge, Xue and the reform-minded members of her social
and intellectual networks went beyond the inherited Confucian
pattern in their quest for an ideal womanhood and an ideal social
order. Demanding equal political and educational rights with men,
women reformers challenged leading male reformers' purpose of
achieving national "wealth and power," intending instead to unite
women of all nations in an effort to create a just and harmonious
new world.
Thomas et Prune voyagent autour du monde pour explorer les
grandes villes. Ils visitent Kyôto à bicyclette, Séville en fiacre,
Lisbonne en tramway, Buenos Aires et New York en taxi... Aidezles à trouver leur chemin dans ces agglomérations labyrinthiques en
découvrant avec eux les monuments les plus célèbres. Explorez à
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leurs côtés les cités perdues du Pérou, de la Jordanie ou encore de la
jungle cambodgienne. Au terme de ce voyage pittoresque, vous
pourrez déambuler dans une ville imaginaire où sont réunis les
édifices que Thomas et Prune n'ont pas eu le temps de visiter lors de
leur tour du monde. Bonne route ! Et gare aux fausses pistes !
Jules Verne
Tout Ados 2 Le Tour Du Monde Francophone Starter
Around the World in 80 Days Illustrated
Tricolore 4
Circumnavigation from Magellan to Orbit
Mormons in Paris

Filled with vibrant illustrations,
search-and-find challenges, and 46
reusable stickers, this oversized book
is a spectacular play space for future
world travelers. And Mouk is the
perfect tour guide! His journey takes
him all around the world, and at every
stop along the way his animal friends
share fascinating tidbits about local
customs. Young adventure-seekers will
be amazed and amused by something new
with every reading. WARNING: CHOKING
HAZARD Small parts. Not for children
under 3 years.
Adapting Nineteenth-Century France uses
the output of six canonical novelists
and their recreations in a variety of
media to push for a reconceptualisation of our approach to
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the study of adaptation. The works of
Balzac, Hugo, Flaubert, Zola,
Maupassant and Verne reveal themselves
not as originals to be defended from
adapting hands, but fashioned from the
adapted voices of a host of earlier
artists, moments and media. The text
analyses re-workings of key nineteenthcentury texts across time and media in
order to underline the way in which
such re-workings cast new light on many
of their source texts and reveal the
probing analysis nineteenth-century
novelists undertake in relation to
notions of originality and authorial
borrowing. Moreover, Adapting NineteethCentury France traces their subsequent
recreations in a comparable range of
genres, encompassing key modern media
of the twentieth- and twenty-firstcenturies: radio, silent film, fiction,
musical theatre, sound film and
television.
International Journal of Leprosy ...
Key to Appendices (word- and
Phrasebook) to Le Tour Du Monde en
Quatre-vingts Jours
Le tour du monde des villes
Large Print
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Round About the Earth
Heterologies
The latest edition of the best-selling and trusted Tricolore 4, is a
high ability course that includes support for all the 2016 GCSE
specifications and IGCSE. It offers a blend of print and digital
resources, providing your students with the right content they'll
need to manipulate language confidently and prepare them
thoroughly for their exams.
Certainly an Englishman, it was more doubtful whether Phileas
Fogg was a Londoner. Hewas never seen on 'Change, nor at the
Bank, nor in the counting-rooms of the "City"; no shipsever came
into London docks of which he was the owner; he had no public
employment; he hadnever been entered at any of the Inns of Court,
either at the Temple, or Lincoln's Inn, or Gray'sInn; nor had his
voice ever resounded in the Court of Chancery, or in the
Exchequer, or theQueen's Bench, or the Ecclesiastical Courts. He
certainly was not a manufacturer; nor was he amerchant or a
gentleman farmer. His name was strange to the scientific and
learned societies, and he never was known to take part in the sage
deliberations of the Royal Institution or theLondon Institution, the
Artisan's Association, or the Institution of Arts and Sciences.
Hebelonged, in fact, to none of the numerous societies which swarm
in the English capital, from theHarmonic to that of the
Entomologists, founded mainly for the purpose of abolishing
perniciousinsects.
1894
The Royal Phraseological English-French, French-English
Dictionary
Around the World in Seventy-Two Days
Breaking Ground
nouveau journal des voyages publie sous la direction de Edouard
Charton et illustre par nos plus celebres artistes
Pioneering Women Archaeologists
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Jules Verne (1828-1905), in popular imagination, is synonymous
with prediction of the future. He was a master of the self-conscious
novel, his work a pastiche of science discourse. The author makes a
compelling case for Verne as a master of the 19th century
experimental novel, in the company of Gustave Flaubert and other
canonical French writers.
In this highly readable collection of essays, Francis Jarman ranges
over such different topics as race, sex, the Second World War,
detective novels, Kipling, torture, widow-burning, the Great Indian
Novel, travel writing, the Srebrenica Massacre, the Indian Mutiny,
and the reasons why writers write. What all the contributions have
in common is a concern with problems of perception and
communication across cultures. Complete with Notes,
Bibliographies, and detailed Index.
Jean Genet, Journal Du Voleur
The Exploration of Africa
Le Tour du monde
Discourse on the Other
“Le” Tour du monde
The Tocqueville Review

Phileas Fogg est un homme d'une ponctualité infaillible.
Ce Londonien discret et fortuné a un emploi du temps
immuable. On ne lui connaît qu'une occupation, le
Reform-Club, et qu'un seul vice, le whist ! Ce portrait
aurait pu en décourager plus d'un. Pas Jan PassePartout, son nouveau domestique français : enfin un
maître sans histoire. Mais, le jour même où il l'engage,
Fogg parie qu'il réalisera le tour du monde en quatrevingts jours pour prouver la véracité des calculs du
Morning Chronicle ! Rendez-vous est pris. Toute
l'Angleterre se passionne pour les exploits de ce
gentleman. L'inspecteur Fix aussi, mais pour d'autres
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raisons : vingt mille livres sterling viennent d'être
dérobées à la Bank of England et la description du
voleur correspond à celle de Phileas Fogg. Mais que ce
soit en paquebot, en train, en yacht, en traîneau ou
même à dos d'éléphant, notre duo fera tout pour
revenir triomphant à Londres !
Part 1, Books, Group 1, v. 23 : Nos. 1-128 (Issued April,
1926 - March, 1927)
Le tour du monde en 80 jours. Con CD Audio
Around the World with Mouk
La Revue Tocqueville
Le tour du monde en 1936
Le tour du monde en quatre-vingts jours
Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea

Around the World in Seventy-Two Days is a book by
Elizabeth Jane Cochrane. The narrative describes
her long trip around the world, which was inspired by
Jules Verne. She carried out the voyage for Joseph
Pulitzer's tabloid newspaper, the New York World.
Between about 1830 and the outbreak of the First
World War, print culture, reading, and writing
transformed cultural life in Western Europe in many
significant ways. Book production and consumption
increased dramatically, and practices such as letterand diary-writing were widespread. This study
demonstrates the importance of the nineteenth
century in French cultural change and illustrates the
changing priorities and concerns of l'histoire du livre
since the 1970s. From the 1830s on, book
production experienced an industrial revolution
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which led to the emergence of a mass literary culture
by the close of the century. At the same time, the
western world acquired mass literacy. New
categories of readers became part of the reading
public while western society also learned to write.
Reading Culture and Writing Practices in NineteenthCentury France examines how the concerns of
historians have shifted from a search for statistical
sources to more qualitative assessments of readers'
responses. Martyn Lyons argues that
autobiographical sources are vitally important to this
investigation and he considers examples of the
intimate and everyday writings of ordinary people.
Featuring original and intriguing insights as well as
references to material hitherto inaccessible to
English readers, this study presents a form of 'history
from below' with emphasis on the individual reader
and writer, and his or her experiences and
perceptions.
Around the World in 80 Days
Catalog of Copyright Entries. New Series
Politics, Poetics, and Gender in Late Qing China
Xue Shaohui and the Era of Reform
Around the World in Eighty Days
Adapting Nineteenth-Century France
A beautifully designed, lavishly illustrated, large format book
that documents the daring and merciless history of
exploration on the continent of Africa; Though the mouth of
the Congo river was discovered by Portuguese explorers in
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1483, much of the African continent remained terra incognita
until the eighteenth century, when."
One of the most popular novels in Jules Verne's Voyages
Extraordinaires series, this book tracks the adventures of
affluent Englishman Phileas Fogg, who attempts to swiftly
span the globe with his hapless French valet, Passepartout. A
case of mistaken identity leads a determined sleuth named
Fix to purse Fogg on his trek, which consists primarily of boat
and train travel. Published in 1873, the story depicts Fogg
and Passepartout at odds with their unfamiliar surroundings
while taking in various international wonders.
Journeys in Writing
Literature in Film, Theatre, Television, Radio and Print
Le Tour du Monde en 80 jours
HSA Heritage Auctions Rare Books Auction Catalog #6030
Reading Culture and Writing Practices in Nineteenth-century
France
journal des voyages et des voyageurs

The extraordinary and wonderful adventures which befall
Phileas Fogg and his servant Passepartout when they set out to
win a bet by going round the world in eighty days.
In the late nineteenth century, numerous French plays, novels,
cartoons, and works of art focused on Mormons. Unlike
American authors who portrayed Mormons as malevolent
“others,” however, French dramatists used Mormonism to
point out hypocrisy in their own culture. Aren't Mormon
women, because of their numbers in a household, more
liberated than French women who can't divorce? What is
polygamy but another name for multiple mistresses? This new
critical edition presents translations of four musical comedies
staged or published in France in the late 1800s: Mormons in
Paris (1874), Berthelier Meets the Mormons (1875), Japheth’s
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Twelve Wives (1890), and Stephana’s Jewel (1892). Each is
accompanied by a short contextualizing introduction with
details about the music, playwrights, and staging. Humorous
and largely unknown, these plays use Mormonism to explore
and mock changing French mentalities during the Third
Republic, lampooning shifting attitudes and evolving laws
about marriage, divorce, and gender roles. Published by
Bucknell University Press. Distributed worldwide by Rutgers
University Press.
White Skin, Dark Skin, Power, Dream
Labyrinthes
European Theatre in Turmoil : Meaning and Significance of
the Theatre a Hundred Years Ago
1926
Le Tour Du Monde Francophone
Around The World In Eighty Day

Biographies of twelve often-overlooked
woman archaeologists
Around the World in Eighty Days
(French: Le tour du monde en quatrevingts jours) is a classic adventure novel
by the French writer Jules Verne,
published in 1873. In the story, Phileas
Fogg of London and his newly employed
French valet Passepartout attempt to
circumnavigate the world in 80 days on a
£20,000 wager (roughly £1.6 million
today) set by his friends at the Reform
Club. It is one of Verne's most acclaimed
works.The story starts in London on
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Tuesday, October 1, 1872. Fogg is a rich
English gentleman living in solitude.
Despite his wealth, Fogg lives a modest
life with habits carried out with
mathematical precision. Very little can
be said about his social life other than
that he is a member of the Reform Club.
Having dismissed his former valet, James
Foster, for bringing him shaving water at
84 °F (29 °C) instead of 86 °F (30 °C),
Fogg hires a Frenchman by the name of
Jean Passepartout as a replacement.At
the Reform Club, Fogg gets involved in
an argument over an article in The Daily
Telegraph stating that with the opening
of a new railway section in India, it is
now possible to travel around the world
in 80 days. He accepts a wager for
£20,000 (equal to about £1.6 million
today) from his fellow club members,
which he will receive if he makes it
around the world in 80 days.
Accompanied by Passepartout, he leaves
London by train at 8:45 P.M. on
Wednesday, October 2, 1872, and is due
back at the Reform Club at the same
time 80 days later, Saturday, December
21, 1872.
Grabados Sobre El Ecuador en El Siglo
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XIX
Le Tour Du Monde. Volumen 2
Polygamy on the French Stage,
1874-1892
Phileas Fogg was enjoying a night of cards and
conversation when the discussion turned to bank
robbers. To prove his theory that the robber could be
halfway across the globe, he makes a wager that he can
travel around the world in 80 days. Can he win his bet?
Find out in this stunning graphic novel adaptation of
Jules Verne's classic by Rod Espinosa. Creator
biographies and a glossary help reluctant readers take
the first step on the road to classic literature.
An account of the history of circumnavigation and how it
has influenced the way people think about the Earth,
profiling the early quests of famous historical figures, and
the innovations that enabled world travel.
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